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© Susy Zanella, Wave atlas

ONDARIO

(TEMPORARY TITLE)

OndariO

The movements of the sea

Sarah Zambello,
Susy Zanella

i M OviMenti
del
COLLA
M are

THE FIRST ILLUSTRATED ATLAS
TO DISCOVER THE WONDERFUL
WORLD OF WAVES

TEMPORARY COVER

Sarah Zambello - Susy Zanella

market

book

. children (7+) and their families
. people looking for special and arty books
. nature lovers and curious observers
. passionate of science and discovery
key selling points

The movement of the seas is constant and, at first sight, it is
indefinite. But in the story of meteorology there are people who
have faced the impossible: classifying waves, recognizing currents,
studying tides. The wave motion is the driving force that raises
the ingenuousness of navigators and meteorologists, but also the
creativity of artists who classify waves and have carried out works
of unfathomable depth.

. stunning illustrations
. scientific facts + curiosities/fun facts
. Douglas waves calssification
. also a romantic guide to sea perfect for playful
use and fantasy empowering games

From the mechanisms that control the movements of the sea to the
steps of the state of the sea of the Douglas scale, focusing on novels
and architectural projects, graphic novels and music: because
moderate waters have always crashed into our imagination.

size

22 x 29 cm

extent
format

80 pages
hardback

illustrations

Full-color illustrations

throughout
category

Non-fiction

La scala di Douglas
e il mare vivo
Nella Royal Navy1 lo sapevano tutti: se il vice ammiraglio Douglas avesse
varcato la porta l’intera strumentazione, le indagini marine, le navi e gli uffici
avrebbero funzionato senza il minimo errore.

7 - grosso

Aveva solo 14 anni quando si imbarcò per la prima volta. Fu quel viaggio a
svelargli la sua unica, grande passione: il mare.

6 - molto agitato

Lavorò negli uffici di rilevamento idrografico per quasi 20 anni, fino a
quando la Royal Navy gli propose una carica di grande responsabilità: fu così che
Henry Percy Douglas prese il comando del servizio meteorologico navale.
Conoscere il mare significa saper misurare il vento, Douglas lo sapeva bene.
Durante i suoi viaggi in nave imparò a utilizzare la scala del vento3, ma quanta
precisione avrebbe avuto un bollettino meteo se la forza del vento fosse stata
affiancata da una misura in grado di classificare e distinguere le onde in base
alla loro altezza?

AVAILABLE RIGHTS: WORLD
1

La Royal Navy è la marina militare britannica. Nasce nel 1660 ed è ancora in attività.

2

È una citazione tratta dai dispacci dell’ammiraglio John De Robeck, a comando della

oltre 14

8 - molto grosso

Henry Percy Douglas divenne celebre fin da ragazzo per la sua inventiva
in continuo fermento e per l’assoluta devozione al lavoro. Che si trovasse in mare
aperto o in un ufficio idrografico, il suo era davvero un “lavoro di inestimabile
valore per la flotta”2.

La sua nuova idea prese una consistenza liquida e fremente come quella
delle onde.

Option publishers: FR - KO SIMPLIFIED CHINESE

9 - tempestoso

9 - 14

6-9

4-6

5 - agitato

2,50 - 4

4 - molto mosso

1,25 - 2,50

3 - mosso

0,50 - 1,25

2 - poCo mosso

0,10 - 0,50

1 - quasi Calmo

0 - 0,10

nave Inflexible nel 1915.
3

La scala del vento misura la forza e la velocità dell’aria. Viene anche chiamata Scala

di Beaufort in onore dell’ammiraglio Francis Beaufort che, nel 1805, sperimentò e perfezionò la
classificazione del vento ideata dall’esploratore Alexander Dalrymple.

o - Calmo

0

sCala Douglas Del mare vivo

metri

Il mare vivo, o mare di vento, indica il movimento ondoso generato dal vento che soffia in una particolare zona di mare.
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Ventario

The wind rose

Sarah Zambello,
Susy Zanella

LCOLLA
a rosa

THE FIRST ILLUSTRATED ATLAS
TO DISCOVER THE WONDERFUL
WORLD OF WIND

Sarah Zambello - Susy Zanella

SPRING 2023

TEMPORARY COVER

dei

Venti

market

book

. children (7+) and their families
. people looking for special and arty books
. nature lovers and curious observers
. passionate of science and discovery

Light breezes, overwhelming gusts of wind, soft strokes or icy
forces: the wind is a breath that infuses life into seas, fields and
tree-lined avenues. Navigation and sport depend on winds but also
the town planning of metropolis and agricultural cultivations. The
relationship between winds and the mankind has deep origins in
the mythology and it is based on spatial orientation, compasses and
weathercocks. This is how the mankind begins to know winds: he
distinguishes them, he learns to recognise them and finally he calls
them by name.

key selling points

. stunning illustrations
. scientific facts + curiosities/fun facts
. The wind rose wind calssification
. also a romantic guide to wind perfect for
playful use and fantasy empowering games

size

From the causes that originate the wind motion to the distinction
made by the wind rose: a journey to make good progress through
works of art, ancient legends and scientific curiosities to get to
know the air that breathes over our heads every day, to continue
our daily journey with it.

22 x 29 cm

extent
format

Venti: una questione di pressione...

80 pages
hardback

illustrations

ARIA FRESCA
O SECCA

sereno
pioggia

Full-color illustrations

la temperatura: quando le molecole d’aria si scaldano, iniziano a muoversi
più velocemente, si dilatano e tendono a salire. Al contrario, quando una massa
d’aria si raffredda, le sue molecole rallentano il loro movimento e tendono ad
avvicinarsi le une alle altre. Le masse d’aria fredda risultano dunque più dense e
pesanti (alta pressione) rispetto alle masse d’aria calda, più rarefatte e leggere
(bassa pressione).

Non-fiction

Il vento si forma quando due masse d’aria di pressione diversa si incontrano: per
il principio di diffusione le particelle d’aria tendono ad allontanarsi dal punto di
alta pressione e ad avvicinarsi alla zona di bassa pressione.

AVAILABLE RIGHTS: WORLD
Option publishers: FR - KO SIMPLIFIED CHINESE

L’aria, però, non ha sempre lo stesso peso. Ci sono tre fattori che ne determinano
la pressione:
la quota: la pressione atmosferica diminuisce con l’aumento
dell’altitudine;
l’umidità: l’aria umida è più leggera dell’aria secca. Questo poiché le
molecole d’acqua contenute nel vapore acqueo pesano meno rispetto alle
molecole d’aria, e quindi tendono a salire (hai presente il movimento del fumo di
una pentola d’acqua bollente?);

throughout
category

Quante volte ti è capitato di sentire l’espressione: “leggero come l’aria”? Certo,
l’atmosfera che ci circonda è invisibile, impalpabile e insapore, ma le sue
caratteristiche non escludono la possibilità che l’aria abbia un peso. Ed è proprio
così: anche l’aria è soggetta alla forza di attrazione gravitazionale terrestre. Il
peso (o meglio: la forza) delle particelle d’aria sulla superficie terrestre prende il
nome di pressione atmosferica.

Questo movimento si chiama…vento!

ARIA CALDA
O OMIDA

Capire se una certa zona è soggetta ad alta o bassa pressione
permette ai meteorologi di prevedere le evoluzioni dei venti
e delle condizioni meteo. Il barometro è lo strumento
che misura la pressione atmosferica. Se la lancetta del
barometro segna un valore inferiore a 1013 ettopascal
(hPa) ci troviamo in una zona di bassa pressione; al
contrario, se il valore indicato sul quadrante supera i 1013
hPa, sopra di noi l’aria sta esercitando alta pressione.

NUVOLARIO
Clouds Atlas

Sarah Zambello,
Susy Zanella
THE FIRST ILLUSTRATED ATLAS
TO DISCOVER THE WONDERFUL
WORLD OF CLOUDS

market

book

. children (7+) and their families
. people looking for special and arty books
. nature lovers and curious observers
. passionate of science and discovery

What cloud could it be, this one passing over your head right now?
Yes, even clouds have their own names and belong to categories...
When you look at a cloud, what comes to your mind?

key selling points

. stunning illustrations
. scientific facts + curiosities/fun facts
. complete clouds calssification
. also a romantic guide to sky perfect
for playful use and fantasy empowering
games

size

22 x 29 cm

extent
format

80 pages
hardback

illustrations

Full-color illustrations

throughout
category

Non-fiction

AVAILABLE RIGHTS: WORLD EXCL.
FR - KO SIMPLIFIED CHINESE

This book takes you into the wonderful world of the sky. A
nose-up journey to discover scientific facts about clouds, their
nature, composition and classification; but also the many ways in
which they have always been able to fascinate humanity becoming
protagonists of art, photography, literature, music...Thanks to
this book you can fantasize, play or relax looking at the sky, but
also learn to identify and classify the clouds to understand their
signals and foresee, like meteorologists, the arrival of rains,
thunderstorms... or clear skies!

UP IN THE BLUE

A world of organisms equipped with wings, sails, parachutes and many other
structures to keep them suspended in the blue.
This book tells the stories of these living beings and how they managed to get
close to the universe of stars, galaxies and 13.7 billion light years in diameter.
You will encounter fierce winds, floating clouds, a constellation of animals
and plants and, above all, many, many surprises!

From the surface to the stratosphere:
a browsable flying journey

Gianumberto Accinelli,
Giulia Zaffaroni

market

. Nature lovers
. Animal lovers
. Curious and passionate of knowing
strange facts and curiosities
. Lovers of science
. Children, teachers and anybody involved
in educational activities
. People caring for our planet and evnviroment
key selling points

. Metric altitude scale along each page
. Vertical browsing
. Captivating and clear narration
. Wonderful illustrations
. Colour journey during the flight: page after
page between day and nigth, earth and space
creatures

size

22 x 29 cm

extent
format

80 pages
hardback (vertical binding)

illustrations

Full-color illustrations

throughout
category

Non-fiction / sky / nature

enviroment
wordcount

8.5 k words

AVAILABLE RIGHTS: WORLD
Option publishers: DE - KO - SIMPLIFIED
CHINESE

TEMPORARY COVER

A FLYING EXPERIENCE IN A BOOK:
JUST PUT ON YOUR IMAGINATION
WINGS, AND KEEP MAGNIFYING GLASS
OF SCIENCE IN YOUR BACKPACKS!

book

The universe, according to science, is expanding at the speed of
light. And it has been doing so since its birth 13.7 billion years ago.
That is why, at present, its radius should be a good 13.7 billion
light years long. A huge place in which stars, planets, galaxies,
black holes and even a rather complex and mysterious structure
are immersed.
That structure was developed right here on planet Earth, a place
located within one of the two trillion galaxies in the universe. Well,
this structure is made up of 100 billion elements that are linked
together by a multitude of tangled wires: that's why this device is
more complicated than all the stars in the sky, more tangled than
galaxies and more mysterious than black holes; it weighs little
more than a kilogram and its inventor, nature, placed it inside the
skull of our ancestors: this biological machine is called brain and,
thanks to its power, it is capable of churning out idea after idea
and distributing questions about everything it detects. This is why
thoughts and questions have also been launched up into the sky.
But beware: in addition to brain waves, our feet have also taken off
from the ground and flown with the birds. And what did we find in
the gaseous environment above us?

DOWN IN THE BLUE
From the surface to the abyss:
a browsable underwater journey

Gianumberto Accinelli,
Giulia Zaffaroni
A DIVING EXPERIENCE IN A BOOK:
NOW JUST CLOSE YOUR MOUTH,
HOLD YOUR BREATH AND IMMERSE
YOURSELF IN THE WONDER

market

. Sea and ocean lovers
. Animal lovers
. Curious and passionate of knowing
strange facts and curiosities
. Lovers of science
. Children, teachers and anybody involved
in educational activities
. People caring for our planet and evnviroment
key selling points

. Metric depth scale along each page
. Vertical browsing
. Captivating and clear narration
. Wonderful illustrations
. Light blue to dark black colour
scale through pages
. Colour journey during the deep sea diving:
page after page from light blue to dark black

size

22 x 29 cm

extent
format

80 pages
hardback (vertical binding)

illustrations

Full-color illustrations

throughout
category

Non-fiction / sea / nature

enviroment
wordcount

8.5 k words

AVAILABLE RIGHTS: WORLD EXCL.
DE - KO - SIMPLIFIED CHINESE

book

A book about the sea unlike any other, starting with its VERTICAL
format, for a reading experience unlike any other: a real deep dive,
going down, down, down... page after page. To peek at marine life
at various levels, of course, but also to experience an extraordinary
enchantment as you go through the mystery of thousands of possible
shades of blue, or the complete absence of light. From the crystal
light blue of the surface to deep black: what have we found in the
sea and its depths? An ocean of bizarre creatures and a world of
wonders that we have collected, drawn and described in this book.
An absolutely free selection of species told without encyclopaedic
pretension, deliberately chosen instead, with their respective
peculiarities, to punctuate the underwater descent. So it should
come as no surprise to meet the first Polar Bear (yes, that's right!) or
to come across vast uninhabited spaces: Umberto Accinelli signs an
unexpected book on the interconnection of living organisms, with a
powerful ecological message to remind us that if we preserve the blue
of the sea, we also preserve the green of the meadow and the blue of the sky.

B FOR BRAIN
Neuroscience for curious readers

Marcello Turconi
Allegra Agliardi
A BOOK TO DISCOVER THE FASCINATING
WORLD OF OUR BRAIN

market

book

. chidren and their families
. teachers and everybody in charge
of children
. students, passionates of sciences
and human body

Perhaps not everyone knows that there is a priceless treasure
hidden inside the head of each of us... In fact, right inside the head
(under the hair, the skin and the bones that form the skull) there is
an organ little bigger than a large orange, but which is extremely
important, indeed it is undoubtedly the most important organ in
our entire body: we are talking about the brain!

key selling points

A journey to discover this fascinating and fundamental organ of
the human body, responsible for everything that happens to us:
from movement to sensory perceptions, from emotions to social
relations, from memory to learning...
Thanks to Allegra Agliardi's extraordinary illustrations and
Marcello Turconi's simple and amusing language, the book
brings to life a surprising "city" to explore, with its inhabitants, its
structures and its functioning.

. very special illustrations
. easy and fascinating representation
of scientific facts and human body
. simple and entertaining language
. small quizzes and questions for the reader

size

23 x 27 cm

extent
format

48 pages
hardback

illustrations

Full-color illustrations

throughout
category

Non-fiction / Science / Human body

wordcount

5.8 k words

AVAILABLE AVAILABLE RIGHTS: WORLD
EXCL. SIMPLIFIED CHINESE

PLAYING WITH SOUNDS
Music, nature and creative recycling:
learn how to play and build your
instruments

Antonio Testa

market

book

. children (7+) and their families
. teachers and people involved in activities
with children and young people
. music and sustainability lovers
. people looking for different activities to share
with young people and groups

This is an updated new edition of the book published in 2000
for BMG Ricordi and owes its title to the homonymous method
by Antonio Testa, who teaches children how to build their
own musical instruments (over 60) with the creative recycling
of natural materials and everyday objects, and then of course
how to play them. Testa proposes a first approach to music and
sounds thanks to the many cues for soundscapes and fairy tales,
games and theatrical dramatizations. In addition to do-it-yourself
and family activities, the book is of course also a fundamental
tool for teachers and schools, and a great help to promote the
harmonious development of children and young people thanks
to the multidisciplinary work on music, body expression, creative
research and recycling of materials. The new edition is enriched
by a preface by Carlo Delfrati, one of the most famous Italian
musicologists. It is also the author’s profile with his experience
in different contexts (among his collaborations also juvenile
prisons, psychiatric hospitals, institutions for deaf-mute students
just to mention a few examples...) that deserve special attention.

key selling points

. original learning method
. 60 instruments to build at home and to play
. creative recycling of natural and everyday
use objects
. games, tales and theatrical dramatizations cues
. first approach to music and sounds world
. multidisciplinary activities / armonic
development of personality and abilities

size

18,5 x 21,5 cm

extent
format

168 pages
paperback

illustrations

Full-color illustrations

throughout
category

Non-fiction/activity

AVAILABLE RIGHTS: WORLD

Antonio Testa is producer, musician, percussionist, teacher of music therapy and musical propaedeutics. He has
always loved doing two things: teaching children how to listen to music, and the world of Nature. Since the early
’90s his activity and specialization is dedicated to children and young people, thanks to the teaching in schools and
institutes of various degrees. Together with important paediatricians, pedagogists and professors he teaches drumspercussions, recorder, music teaching, music therapy, ensemble music and construction of musical instruments with
recycled materials. Writer in turn of fairy tales and music for theatrical performances, he focuses his activity on sounds
and noises of nature, sonorizations and ethnic instruments. During the years he lived in London he had many artistic
and didactic collaborations (from Goldsmiths University where he worked alongside Professor Phil Mullen, to teaching
at Brook Primary and S. Matthias School in Hackney; from teaching deaf and dumb children at Oak Lodge to flute and
percussion at Berger, Millfields, Tyssen and St. John the Baptist schools).
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THE TRUE STORY OF THE
25 SANTAS
Annamaria Soldera
Yvonne Campedel
The truth behind Santa
finally revealed!
21 x 27 cm | 32 pages
hardback
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: WORLD
EXCL. RO

BEFANA’S SHOES

VIOLA AND THE MOON

Annamaria Soldera
Yvonne Campedel

Angelo Mozzillo

A Christmas journey in the fairy
tales world with a nice old lady
and her little dog

A little girl, her special
grandparents and the moon

# Nomos Edizioni

21 x 27 cm | 32 pages
hardback
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: WORLD
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21 x 27 cm | 32 pages
hardback
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: World
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THE JUNGLE BOOK

PUSS IN BOOTS

illustrated by Filippo Barbacini

illustrated by Filippo Barbacini

24 x 24 cm | 40 pages
hardback
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: WORLD
EXCL. RO

24 x 24 cm | 40 pages
hardback
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: WORLD
EXCL. RO

THE ADVENTURES
OF PINOCCHIO
illustrated by Filippo Barbacini
24 x 24 cm | 40 pages
hardback
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: WORLD
EXCL. RO
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